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NORMAL SUBSPACES OF THE DENSITY TOPOLOGY

FRANKLIN D. TALL

The density topology on the real line is a strengthening of the
usual Euclidean topology which is intimately connected with the
measure-theoretic structure. The space itself is not normal; we
are interested in characterizing its normal subspaces. This
leads us to the consideration of various set-theoretic axioms, and
yields a consistent example of a homogeneous normal non-col-
lectionwise Hausdorff space and indeed a general method for
producing normal non-collectionwise Hausdorff spaces. (A
space is collectionwise Hausdorff if for each closed discrete
subset Y there exist pairwise disjoint open sets, one about each
element of Y.)

A familiarity with [24]—a comprehensive collection of facts about
the density topology—will be useful although not entirely essential in
perusing this paper. Recall that the open sets of the density topology g
are those measurable sets U such that for each x G U,

^

2h
We state for future reference the crucial properties of this topology.

THEOREM 1. Let X be the real line with the density topology.
(1) Y C X is a nullset (i.e., has measure 0) iff it is nowhere dense iff it

is closed discrete,
(2) X has a basis of cardinality 2*°,
(3) Borel subsets of X are measurable and are Gs's,
(4) X is completely regular,
(5) every subspace ofXis the union of a closed discrete subspace and

a subspace satisfying the countable chain condition (disjoint collections of
open sets are countable).

DEFINITION 2. A set S of reals is a Sierpinski set if it has countable
intersection with every nullset. S is a generalized Sierpinski set if its
intersection with every nullset has cardinality less than continuum.

It is well-Jcnown—and we will prove below—that Martin's Axiom
[15] entails the existence of generalized Sierpinski sets of cardinality
continuum, and (hence) the continuum hypothesis yields Sierpinski sets
of that cardinality.

In [24] we proved the following results.
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THEOREM 3. If YCX (the real line with the density topology) is a
Sierpinski set, Y is hereditarily Lindelof and hence (since X is regular)
normal If Y is normal, then Y is the union of a generalized Sierpinski set
and a nullset. If 2H° < 2"1 and Y is normal, Y is the union of a Sierpinski
set and a nullset.

Upon closer analysis of the proof in [24] one obtains a slightly
strengthened version of the consequences of normality:

LEMMA. If YCX is normal then Y is the union of a generalized
Sierpinski set S and a nullset T such that S HT = 0.

Proof Y = (Y n int Y) U (Y - int Y). The closure of the first
half is disjoint from the second half. The second half is a nullset. Since
Y fl int Y is dense in int Y and in Y n int Y, all three have isomorphic
regular open algebras. But | RO(int Y) | ̂ \RO(X) | ̂  2"°, so arguing as
in [24] we get that if Y is normal then Y n int Y is generalized Sierpinski.

Examination of this proof shows that the union of a non-trivial
(generalized) Sierpinski set and a nullset need not be normal. For if
there is a generalized Sierpinski set of power continuum, by Theorem
1(5) there is one—call it S—which satisfies the countable chain
condition. S is measurable and so includes a nullset T of power
continuum. S U T is not normal since \RO(S U T)\^2"°. We shall
see later that generalized Sierpinski sets themselves need not be
normal. But under reasonable set-theoretic hypotheses we do get a
characterization:

THEOREM 4. Assume 2*°<2Ml (respectively, Martin's Axiom).
Then Y CX is normal if and only if Y is the union of a Sierpinski
(respectively, generalized Sierpinski) set S and a nullset T such that
S fl T = 0 .

Both forward directions have been proved. In proving the back-
ward directions, T may be ignored since it is normal and clopen in
SUT. Then Theorem 3 disposes of the 2"°<2Hl case. To finish the
other case, we detour to study generalized Lusin spaces.

DEFINITION 5. A generalized Lusin space is a space in which every
nowhere dense subset has cardinality <2*°.

A generalized Sierpinski set as a subspace of the density topology is
thus a generalized Lusin space. Also, assuming Martin's Axiom or the
continuum hypothesis, it is well known that there exist generalized Lusin
subspaces of the real line having cardinality continuum. We shall
improve this result later.
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DEFINITION 6. A space (X, ̂ ) is cometrizable if there exists a
weaker separable metrizable topology M on X such that "gf is regular
with respect to M"9 i.e. whenever x E U & $, there is a V G g such that
xEVCclM(V)CU, where cU(V) is the closure of V in M.

For example,

LEMMA. The density topology is cometrizable.

The proof that the density topology is regular in [16] actually
establishes the stronger regularity condition mentioned above.

The importance of cometrizability in the study of normality was
highlighted by the following important result.

THEOREM 7 [1]. Martin's Axiom implies every cometrizable space
of cardinality < 2"° is normal

In fact their proof establishes

THEOREM 8. Martin's Axiom implies that ifF, G are disjoint closed
sets of cardinality < 2*° in a cometrizable space, there exist disjoint open
sets about them.

Since in order to separate two disjoint closed sets it suffices to
separate their boundaries, it is evident that generalized Lusin subspaces
of cometrizable spaces are normal, assuming Martin's Axiom. (In fact
such subspaces are hereditarily normal, since the properties of being
generalized Lusin or cometrizable are both easily seen to be
hereditary.) Thus the proof of Theorem 4 is completed. We remain
with generalized Lusin spaces long enough to establish sufficient condi-
tions under which they exist. These will yield the already alluded to
"well-known fact" that generalized Sierpiiiski sets exist, assuming Mar-
tin's Axiom, and produce other interesting—in particular non-
collection wise Hausdorff—examples as well [25], [4]. We are using
cometrizability heavily, but a surprisingly wide class of spaces satisfies
this condition [18].

DEFINITION 9. A space is Baire if no nonempty open set is the
union of countably many nowhere dense sets. A space is strong Baire if
no nonempty open set is the union of <2*° nowhere dense
sets. Martin's Axiom works for a (Baire) space if, under the assumption
of Martin's Axiom, the space is strong Baire. The 7r-weight of a space
X, 7r(x), is the least cardinal of a collection (called a 7r-base) of
non-empty open sets such that every non-empty open set includes one.

In [8] it is shown that the continuum hypothesis ensures the
existence of dense generalized Lusin spaces of power continuum in every
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countable chain condition Baire space without isolated points having
7T-weight ^ 2N°. The same proof yields

THEOREM 10. Assume Martin's Axiom. Then every countable
chain condition space X without isolated points having ir-weight ^ 2"° for
which Martin's Axiom works has a dense generalized Lusin subspace Y of
cardinality 2H°.

Thus Martin's Axiom yields generalized Sierpinski sets of cardinality
continuum.

It should be noted that the restriction on isolated points is needed
only to insure that Y has cardinality continuum. It is useful to have Y
dense, since this ensures that it satisfies the countable chain
condition. We are of course interested in the case when X is
cometrizable. In this case we may drop the TT-weight restriction:

LEMMA. If X is cometrizable, n(X) ^ 2"°.

Proof. The (non-empty) interiors of sets closed in the separable
metrizable topology form a IT-base. Note that a separable metric space
has no more than continuum closed sets.

At the cost of omitting "dense" it can be assumed that the
generalized Lusin space includes no open sets of cardinality < 2*° and
hence is strong Baire. More precisely:

THEOREM 11. Suppose Yis a countable chain condition generalized
Lusin space of power continuum. Then there is an open subspace Y' of Y
(hence Y' is countable chain condition and generalized Lusin) which has
cardinality continuum and includes no open sets of cardinality less than
continuum. If 2*° is a regular cardinal (as e.g. under Martin's Axiom
[15]), Y' is strong Baire.

Proofs Suppose on the contrary there is a Ti-base of open sets of
cardinality <2"°. Take a maximal disjoint collection of such open
sets. Its union and remainder decompose Y into countably many sets of
cardinality < 2"°. But 2*° does not have countable cofinality. Similarly,
if 2H° is a regular cardinal, an open set of cardinality continuum cannot be
the union of a small number of small nowhere dense sets.

In previous preprints I have mistakenly claimed all non-trivial
generalized Lusin spaces are strong Baire if 2"° is regular. This is true
for the density topology, assuming Martin's Axiom, because nowhere
dense sets are discrete. In general, however, this need not be true. I
am grateful to the referee for pointing out that one could consider e.g.
the disjoint union of the positive rationals with a generalized Lusin
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subspace of the negative reals. Fortunately, all the uses to which I put
this claim go through via Theorem 11.

Given a dense generalized Lusin subspace Y of a space X, the
adjunction of any set Z of fewer than 2H° points of X to Y produces
another dense generalized Lusin subspace Y' = Y U Z. If Y is counta-
ble chain condition and Z is uncountable closed discrete, Y' is not
collectionwise Hausdorff. We thus have

THEOREM 12. Assume Martin's Axiom plus 2"°>Ni. Suppose X
satisfies the following conditions:

(1) countable chain condition,
(2) no isolated points,
(3) Martin's Axiom works,
(4) uncountable closed discrete subspace,
(5) cometrizable.

Then X has a dense hereditarily normal non-collectionwise Hausdorff
subspace.

The large number of conditions in Theorem 11 should raise the
question of whether any X satisfies them. In fact at least two interesting
spaces do. The first space is the Pixley-Roy topology on compact
nowhere dense sets of reals [8]. Verification of the details appears in
[25]; here we wish only to mention that the resulting generalized Lusin
space is countable chain condition, non-separable, first countable, and,
applying Theorem 11 if necessary, (strong) Baire. No such normal
non-collection wise Hausdorff space was previously known.

The second space satisfying the conditions of Theorem 12 is of
course the density topology. In this case it is not necessary to adjoin a
set Z to the generalized Lusin set since Martin's Axiom implies subsets
of the density topology of power < 2M° are closed discrete.

It is not quite so easy to construct a generalized Sierpinski set which
is first category on the real line and is an additive subgroup of the reals,
but this too can be done with Martin's Axiom [26]. The resulting
subspace of the density topology has a remarkable collection of
properties. The first eight hold for arbitrary generalized Sierpinski sets,
assuming Martin's Axiom.

THEOREM 13. Assume Martin's Axiom. Then there is a space S
such that

(1) |S | = 2*
(2) every subspace of S of cardinality < 2"° is closed discrete,
(3) every discrete subspace of S is closed,
(4) every dense subset of X has cardinality 2"°,
(5) the union of any collection of open sets is equal to the union of a

subcollection of power < 2"°,
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(6) S is hereditarily Baire and hereditarily subparacompact,
(7) S is perfectly normal,
(8) if 2"° > Hu S is not collectionwise Hausdorff,
(9) S satisfies the countable chain condition,
(10) S is 0-dimensional,
(11) if 2H°>HU S has caliber Hu

(12) S is homogeneous,
(13) S2 is first category in S2.

Proof (3) and (6) hold for S since they do for X [24]. (1) is by
construction. (2) holds since Martin's Axiom implies sets of power < 2*°
are nullsets. (4) follows from (2). (7) follows from Theorem 4 since
closed subsets of X are G5's. To see (5), recall any set T is the union of
a set Ti satisfying the countable chain condition and a nullset T2. If T is
included in a union of open sets, countably many will cover Tx except for
a nowhere dense set T3. Since T is included in a generalized Sierpiiiski
set, fewer than continuum many will cover Tx and T3. To prove (8),
assume 2*°>Mi. The countable chain condition piece of S includes a
(closed discrete) subset of power Mi which cannot be separated by disjoint
open sets. (9) clearly doesn't hold for arbitrary generalized Sierpiiiski
sets (throw in an uncountable nullset), but follows e.g. from
(12). Namely the countable chain condition part of S must be dense in
S, else S would have isolated points, whence S would be discrete. The
proof in [14] that Lusin spaces are 0-dimensional actually establishes that
any countable chain condition completely regular space in which
nowhere dense sets have power < 2*° is 0-dimensional. Thus (10). In
[23] it is shown that in a countable chain condition space in which the
union of Mi nowhere dense sets is nowhere dense, point-countable
collections of open sets are countable. This establishes (11). (12) and
(13) are proved in [26],

The interest in (4) and (5) is that, even for the class of perfectly
normal spaces, the conjecture that Martin's Axiom plus the negation of
the continuum hypothesis implies that "hereditary density" = "heredit-
ary covering number" if one is less than continuum, fails.

Hajnal and Juhasz [12] ask for an example of a regular space in
which discrete subspaces are closed. X is one. They construct a rather
complicated consistent example of a perfectly normal space with this
property, while ours follows easily from Martin's Axiom plus 2"°>
Mi. (We have recently learned that van Douwen [6] has a countable
such space.)

S is quite different from other normal non-collectionwise Hausdorff
spaces [2], [3], [5], [9], [11], [17], [19], [22], etc. by virtue of its
homogeneity. Any subspace of power continuum is normal but not
collectionwise Hausdorff. This contrasts sharply with other normal
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non-collectionwise Hausdorff spaces which are the union of two or Ho

"nice" spaces, where nice means e.g. discrete or metrizable or
paracompact. (For the reader unfamiliar with these spaces, it should be
mentioned that they are of interest in connection with the normal Moore
space conjecture.)

Getting back to our original question we still do not have an
"absolute" characterization of the normal subspaces of X. However I
propose the following

CONJECTURE. Y C X i s normal if and onlyjf Y = S U T, where S is
generalized Sierpinski, T is a nullset such that S n T = 0 , and for every
nullset Z C S , every subset of Z is the intersection of Z with a Euclidean
Fa8.

I can prove the forward direction of the Conjecture. The point is
that since Z is closed discrete, any subset of Z is closed, hence can be
separated from its complement in Z by open subsets of X intersected
with S. These open sets can be taken to be regular open, but by [20]
such sets are Euclidean FaS. As for the other direction, to prove Y
normal it clearly suffices to prove 5 normal. To separate two disjoint
closed sets, it suffices to separate their boundaries, so indeed normality of
S reduces to the problem of separating a subset of a nullset (the union of
the two boundaries) from the rest of the nullset. Note that under the
assumption that every set of power < 2M° has measure 0, we can replace
the requirement that Z be null by the stipulation that the cardinality of Z
be less than continuum.

One reason the Conjecture is attractive is that the normality of
another strengthening of the Euclidean topology (the bubble space on a
set of reals) is equivalent to the existence of an uncountable set of reals Z
such that every subset of Z is the intersection of Z with a Euclidean
Fa. See Chapter III of [21] for discussion. Assuming Martin's Axiom,
every set Z of reals of power less than continuum has this
property. There are a number of interesting questions about Fa's and
F^'s that present set-theoretic methods do not provide an avenue of
attack on—e.g. if a set of reals has in its relative topology every subset
FaS, must in fact every subset be Fa?

The following remarks are addressed to the reader familiar with
models of set theory and arise from conversations with K. Kunen to
whom we are grateful.

Consider a model in which Martin's Axiom holds while 2"° is
inaccessible. Then a generalized Sierpinski set of power continuum is
an example of "sup ̂  max" [13] for various cardinal functions.

Refer to Theorem 3. In a model of Martin's Axiom plus 2"°> Hu

there are generalized Sierpinski sets but no Sierpinski sets; therefore
normal does not imply Sierpinski. Adjoin N2 random reals to a model of
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2H° = Ni and 2"1 = M3. In the resulting model the union of < 2H° nullsets
does not cover the real line, and hence there is a generalized Sierpinski
set S of power continuum. S is not normal however, since 2M° < 2"\

Since this note is about the density topology, we take this opportun-
ity to answer a question of van Douwen although it is unrelated to
normality.

DEFINITION [6]. A neighborhood assignment for a space (X, §) is a
function <E>: X—» $ such that x E ®(x). A space X is a D-space if for
every neighborhood assignment 4> for X there is a closed discrete D C X
such that U O[D] = X, where O[D] = {$(*): x E D}.

THEOREM 14. 77ie density topology is (hereditarily) a D-space.

Proof. The result follows easily from (1) and (5) of Theorem
1. Namely given a neighborhood assignment $ for Y CX, find points
tenlfKa, and disjoint open sets {Un}n<(a such that xn E Un Q<$>(xn) and
U jUn: n < cu} is dense in Y. Then {xn: n < (o}U(Y- U(Un: n<(o})
is the required D.

In response, van Douwen has answered our question in [24] by
showing that the density topology is not pseudonormal and has kindly
given us permission to include his proof. This result has also be proved
by L. Zajicek and J. Lukes.

THEOREM 15. The density topology is not pseudonormal.

Proof, (van Douwen). In [10] it is shown that if A, B C R are
disjoint and dense in the Euclidean topology, then there is no $-
continuous real-valued function which is 1 on A and 0 on B. In
particular, let A = Q and B = {q + V2: q E Q}. Using pseudonormality
one could obtain a ^-discrete family of $-open sets {Ua: a E A} such
that a E Ua and Ua n B = 0 for all a E A. By the complete regularity
of $ there would then exist ^-continuous fa: R—»R such that /fl(a) = 1
and fa(R- Ua) = 0. Then 2{/a: a E A} is ^-continuous, 1 on A and 0
on B.

In conclusion we should like to raise several questions. Does
Martin's Axiom imply generalized Lusin subspaces of cometrizable
spaces are perfectly normal or countably paracompact? (With regard to
countable paracompactness, we note incidentally that our arguments
enable us to characterize under Martin's Axiom the countably paracom-
pact subspaces of the density topology. They are in fact the normal
subspaces.) Is there a "real" example of a homogeneous normal
non-collectionwise Hausdorff space?
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Note added in proof. Zajicek and Lukes have established the
cometrizability of Scheinberg's extremally disconnected strengthening of
the density topology. It follows that the space S of Theorem 13 may be
taken to be extremally disconnected.
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